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NOTICES AND DISCLAIMERSNOTICES AND DISCLAIMERS
SSAFETYAFETY N NOTICEOTICE  
A firearm is a sport or law enforcement tool capable of injuring and killing.  It is a precision instrument designed to
function reliably with proper care and knowledgeable use.  If you do not have full knowledge of the power and function
of your firearm, we recommend that you seek proper training.  Careless and improper handling of guns can result in
unintended discharge and injury, death, or property damage. Safety must be the first and constant consideration when
handling a firearm and ammunition. Various safety features have been incorporated into each firearm but relying on me-
chanical features alone is, at most, only half safe. Mechanical safety devices are not fail-safe, but more importantly the
safe use of any mechanical instrument is dependent upon intelligent use.  Accidents do not “just happen” but occur as
the result of human behaviour, thoughtless acts which jeopardize the well being of the user and those around him or
her.  Insure the safe use of firearms by following these guidelines. 

NOTE: safety devices on guns are extras and do not substitute for your proper and safe handling practices. 

WWARRANTYARRANTY I INFORMATIONNFORMATION  
Davide Pedersoli & co warrants that the firearm purchased is free of defective material and poor craftsmanship. Davide
Pedersoli & co will repair or replace any part or whole firearm found to be defective. 

Limitations: 
• Warranty begins on day of purchase 
• Warranty applies only to normal use 
• Warranty only applies to original purchaser of the firearm 
• Warranty does not apply to item that wear out over time 

Warranty is void if: 
• Serial number is altered or in otherwise non-original condition 
• Defect due to negligence or alteration of the firearm 
• Product is not used in a manner specified in this manual 

DDISCLAIMERISCLAIMER O OFF L LIABILITYIABILITY  
Davide Pedersoli & co shall not be responsible for product malfunction or for physical injury, death, or property damage
from  the  guns  intentional  or  accidental  discharge,  its  criminal  or  negligent  use,  improper  or  careless  handling,
unauthorized modifications or alterations, corrosion or other failure to maintain, use of defective, improper, hand-loaded
or reloaded ammunition, or other than original, good condition, high quality, commercially manufactured ammunition, or
from its use for purposes or subjection to treatment for which it was not designed. Davide Pedersoli  & co. will not
honour claims made by second or subsequent owners of the firearm. While this firearm was tested, carefully inspected,
and packaged before it left the factory, Davide Pedersoli & co. cannot thereafter control product handling.  Please be
sure to examine this firearm carefully when purchasing to ensure it is unloaded and undamaged.  Your gun dealer will
assist you in making this examination and answer any further questions in this regard. 

PPROOFROOF H HOUSEOUSE T TESTEST  
This muzzleloader was manufactured in Italy and according to the Italian Law ruling production and sale of arms, all
muzzle loading and breech loading firearms must be submitted to forced firing tests at the National Proof House in
Gardone Val Trompia (Brescia).  Proper marks stating the tests are stamped both on the barrels and on the frame. 

BEFORE YOU USE YOUR FIREARMBEFORE YOU USE YOUR FIREARM

IIMPORTANTMPORTANT C CAUTIONSAUTIONS F FOROR M MUZZLELOADINGUZZLELOADING  S  SHOOTINGHOOTING  
1. Use black powder or black powder substitute only - never use even small amounts of smokeless powder.  All our

guns have been regularly proof tested at the National Proof House in Gardone V.T. Italy with a forced test firing,
as the mark stamped on each gun testified.   Each barrel  carries the words “Black Powder only”. Under no
circumstances should any powder other than black powder or black powder substitute be used in a muzzleloader.
Use of any other propellant may cause serious injury to the shooter and damage to the firearm. Black powder
should never be stored in a plastic container, which could build a static electricity charge. Otherwise make sure to
use non static plastic containers. Keep the container away from heat sources. 

Do not exceed 150 grains or go below 80 grains of black powder. 

2. Caps primers and black powder should be stored in separate locations. 
3. Caps are sensitive to static electricity, heat, flame and percussion. Do not use glass containers to store them,

but leave them in their original containers. 
4. Never smoke while loading, shooting or handling black powder. 
5. Make sure that spectators are completely behind you when firing. 
6. Never let the hammer fall on a percussion firearm without a primer. 
7. Black powder leaves heavy residues, after firing a prompt and thorough bore cleaning is an absolute necessity

to “black powder shooters”. 
8. Use only non synthetic cloth patching. 
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9. Protect your eyes from sparks,  lead fragments,  pieces of caps or flints, by wearing shatter-proof shooting
glasses. 

10. Protect your ears by using ear-plugs or ear-muffs, when firing your muzzleloader. 
11.  Never fire at water, flat, or hard surfaces. 
12. Always check your barrel for obstructions prior to loading or firing. Water, mud, snow or any other materials

could obstruct the barrel and cause it to be blown apart. 
13. Treat a misfire for failure with extreme care. Keep the gun pointed in a safe direction and wait for at least one

full minute before re-priming; there is always the chance a spark could be smouldering in the powder and the
gun could fire at any moment. 

14. Make sure your gun is in firing condition before you pull the trigger. 
15. Never pour powder directly into the bore from a powder flask or container as a sudden powder ignition from a

lingering spark could cause the entire flask to explode.  Instead, use an individual  charge from a powder
measure when loading your muzzleloading gun. 

16. Never attempt to shoot out a bullet  which is  not firmly seated  against  the powder charge.  Any air space
between the projectile and powder could cause serious damages to the firearms and injury to the shooter.  If
powder fouling or other circumstances should cause the projectile to become lodged in the bore, partially down
the barrel, the bullet must be removed with a screw tip style bullet-puller Some black powder solvents can be
poured to soften any fouling which could be holding the bullet. 

17. Be sure that the gun is unloaded. A reference mark on the ramrod will insure that all future projectiles are
seated to the same depth. There is a simple way to check it: with an empty barrel run the ramrod to the breech
plug and mark it at that muzzle. 

18. Never bring a loaded firearm into a house, car, or truck. 
19. Never drink alcoholic beverages or take drugs before or while shooting. 
20. Consult a competent firearm instructor to clarify any instructions that you might not understand or write to us. 
21. If you sell, trade, or give this weapon to another person, make sure to give him this booklet or at least inform

him that a copy is available at no charge from Davide Pedersoli & C. Italy www.davide-pedersoli.com 
22. Be a safe shooter. 

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF FIREARMSGENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF FIREARMS

PPRECAUTIONSRECAUTIONS  
Before using any muzzleloading gun, we ask you to carefully read this manual and get thoroughly familiar with the 
operation of the specific gun for the protection of all. 

 Before shooting, learn this gun’s mechanical and handling characteristics, and thoroughly read and become familiar
with  these  safety  instructions.  If  you do  not  fully  understand  any  of  the instructions  in  this  manual,  consult
competent firearms instructors through your local gun club or you can write to us at our address. 

 Always point the gun in a safe direction, and handle it as though it were loaded. This is especially important when
loading and unloading the gun, and when handing it to someone else. Never take someone’s word it is unloaded,
but always check it yourself with your fingers of the trigger and the gun pointed in a safe direction. 

 Place your fingers inside the trigger guard only when you are ready to fire. 
 Do not make any modifications or adjustments to your firearm which will affect the safe and normal function of the

gun. 
 When  purchasing  accessories,  be  sure  they  are  compatible  with  the  firearm  and  do  not  interfere  with  safe

operation. Any modifications to the mechanical function of the firearm will void the warranty. 
 While at a shooting range, always carry the gun unloaded and open until preparing to shoot. Keep it pointing

towards the backstop when loading, shooting and unloading. 
 If you must carry a loaded gun, always carry it with the muzzle pointing in a safe direction and with the safety in

the “safe” position. But remember that no mechanical safety is fail-safe. 
 Never carry firearms with exposed hammer with the hammer cocked. 
 Do not use your firearm for purposes other than those for which it was designed. 
 Do not allow a firearm to be used by untrained individuals. 
 When transporting your firearm in any vehicle, be sure it is unloaded and that the action is open. 
 Never leave a gun, especially a loaded gun, unattended as someone, especially a child, could accidentally shoot it

causing injury, death or property damage. 

FIRING FIRING 
 Use only #11 caps or musket primers (these last with adequate nipple). 
 Always keep your muzzle pointed in a safe direction so that if a discharge should occur no injury will be sustained

by you or those around you. 
 Wait to load your firearm until you are in the location where you are prepared to shoot. Keep the safety engaged at

all times until the moment before you discharge the firearm. After discharge, re-engage the safety. 
 Whenever firing any type of firearm, wear safety glasses to protect your eyes from sparks, lead fragments, pieces

of caps or flints and powder, and ear protection against the loud report. 
 In selecting a place to shoot, be sure the area has a safe backstop, is free from obstructions and water-surfaces

which cause ricochets, and is protected so that persons or animals cannot accidentally walk into the shooting field.
Making sure there is an adequate backstop which will stop and contain bullets. A bullet can travel through or past
your target up to 1 1⁄2 miles. If you have any doubt, do not shoot. 

 When firing on a target range, follow the range officer’s commands to load, fire, cease fire and unload. 
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 Before anyone is allowed to move forward the firing position on a range, be sure all actions of firearms are open
and chambers are clear of cartridges; and that firearms are pointing in a safe direction. 

 Never use alcoholic beverages or other drugs before or during shooting. 
 If your firearm fails to function properly, do not try to fire it and do not force an action that is jammed. 
 Beware of obstructions in the barrel. If, when firing, a weak or peculiar report is heard, cease firing, open the action

and unload the gun and inspect the barrel for an obstruction or for damage. Do not fire a gun with an obstructed or
damaged barrel. 

 If you are carrying a loaded gun in the field, never follow a companion. 
 Never cross obstacles such as fences or streams with a loaded gun. 
 Never run with a loaded gun. 
 Do not smoke while handling, loading or shooting any ammunition, especially black powder.  Keep black powder in

a closed container at all times, closing again the container after each and every use. 
 Never engage in “horseplay” while holding your gun. 
 Always be aware of other people around you. Keep spectators or others to your rear. Keep hands and face clear

and keep others clear of the ejection port as ejected spent cartridges can cause injury. To prevent burns or injury
from the slide moving forward, make sure your hand and fingers do not touch or obstruct the ejection port. 

 Make sure slide lock safety is applied while gun is cocked and ready to fire. Otherwise, the gun could accidentally
discharge, causing injury, death, or property damage. 

AAMMUNITIONMMUNITION  
 Use only commercially manufactured .50 caliber black powder bullets. 
 Your gun has been designed for ammunition of a specific caliber. Do not alter the barrel, chamber, or caliber for 

which your gun was designed. 
 Use only ammunition specifically recommended for your firearm. 

MMALFUNCTIONSALFUNCTIONS  
The proper function of your firearm is directly related to care and maintenance and to the ammunition used. Your 
firearm has been designed to function with high quality ammunition produced to commercial standards. Some of the 
more common types of malfunctions which may occur are as follows: 
1. A failure to ignite or fire the projectile 
2. The powder ignites but the projectile fails to exit the barrel 
3. The projectile cannot be fully seated against the powder charge due to obstruction or fouling in the barrel 

SSTEPSTEPS F FOROR C CLEARINGLEARING A M A MALFUNCTIONALFUNCTION  
Whether your firearm has failed to ignite or a projectile has become lodged in the barrel, it is important to follow these
safety instructions for returning your firearm to working order. 

1. Point the muzzle of your firearm in a safe direction, smouldering powder could cause a discharge at any time. 
2. Pull the trigger until it reaches the half-cocked position. 
3. Remove the  primer. 
4. Remove the barrel (see Disassembly and Cleaning) 
5. Fill a 5 gallon or larger bucket with hot water and submerge the breech end of the barrel completely. 
6. Allow at least 30 minutes for the powder or propellant to become completely saturated with water, this will render 

it non-active. 
7. If a projectile is lodged in the barrel, use a screw type bullet 
8. extractor to remove the obstruction.
9. After propellant has been saturated and any obstruction removed, place a patch on the muzzle and fully insert the 

ram rod into the barrel. Lift the ram rod which will force water into the breech. Continue this step until all propellant
has been cleared. 

10. After the barrel is cleaned, remove it from the soak and allow to dry.  You can then proceed with the cleaning 
portion of Disassembly and Cleaning. 

SSTORAGETORAGE  
 Make sure your gun is not loaded before cleaning, storing or travelling, and/or handing it to another person. 
 Store your unloaded firearm and bullets separately and in places inaccessible to unauthorized persons. 
 Do not encase your firearm in anything which will attract or hold moisture. 
 The internal mechanism should be oiled after use and periodically during storage, with an acid-free lubricating oil, 

while the external mechanism plus frame and barrel should be coated with an anti rust oil. 
 Before re-using your gun, be sure to clean it and to check it for signs of wear or defects. 
 If your firearm is to be used or stored in a cold climate, be sure to use an oil which will not freeze at low 

temperatures. 
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LOADING AND SHOOTING INSTRUCTIONSLOADING AND SHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS

SSTEPSTEPS F FOROR L LOADINGOADING Y YOUROUR M MUZZLELOADERUZZLELOADER  
1. Place the hammer at half cock position. 
2. The bore and caliber area should receive a good cleaning just before the gun is loaded, so clean all oil and grease

from inside the barrel, by running fresh patches down the barrel until they come out clean and dry. 
3. With gun pointed in a safe direction, place the new primer on the breech, set the hammer in a full position and fire.

This operation will dry out the base of the bore and the nipple and should be repeated two or three times using a
new primer each time. 

4. With the muzzle pointed in upright position well away from your face and body and the hammer on rest position
(down) measure and pour the powder down the barrel but: make sure you are using the recommended quantity
and granulation of powder, do not overcharge your gun. Never pour the powder down the barrel directly from a
flask, instead use an adjustable measure when loading your gun. 

5. Place bullet into the bore; to facilitate this operation we suggest the use of a bullet starter, that will  help the
introducing of the bullet for the first 15 cm.(6”), then you can continue with the ramrod. 

6. With ramrod seat the bullet down firmly against the powder, but without crushing it. Make sure the bullet is firmly
seated against  powder so that no air  space exists between the bullet  and powder-charge.  A good method to
determining this is to mark your ramrod at the muzzle, once the first bullet has been loaded. 

7. With the gun pointed to a safe direction and the hammer set at half cock position, place a primer cap on the nipple.
Now the gun is loaded. 

8. Place the hammer on the full cock position, the gun is now ready to fire. 
9. After firing slide the ramrod into the empty bore and wait for one full  minute before loading the next powder

charge; this will allow any remaining sparks in the barrel to burn out. 
10. In case of a misfire make sure you keep the gun pointed in a safe direction and wait for at least one minute before

re-priming. There is always the chance a spark is smouldering in the powder and the gun could fire at any moment.
If after some attempts the gun still should not fire, unload it. (see Steps for Clearing a Malfunction) Caution: it is
naturally understood that you must first remove the primer from the breech and keep the hammer at half-cocked
position. 

11.  Our tests showed good results loading 80 grains of Swiss 2 black powder, .490” round ball with .010”
       patch.
       However the fast 1:24” twist performs very well with conical 450 grains bullet loading up to 100 grs. of 
       Swiss #2 black powder.

FIBER OPTIC SIGHTS AND SCOPE MOUNTING FIBER OPTIC SIGHTSFIBER OPTIC SIGHTS AND SCOPE MOUNTING FIBER OPTIC SIGHTS

Your Muzzleloading rolling Block comes equipped with fiber optic sights.  The rear sight is adjustable for
elevation and windage. 

SSCOPECOPE M MOUNTINGOUNTING  
Our muzzleloaders are drilled and tapped for Weaver 45 style scope bases. The below illustration shows the mounting 
location for these bases.

Black powder and Pyrodex are corrosive chemicals that can damage your muzzleloader if not properly cleaned AFTER
EACH USE. 
CAUTIONCAUTION: Before disassembly and cleaning, make sure the firearm is unloaded and the safety is engaged. 
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DDISASSEMBLINGISASSEMBLING Y YOUROUR F FIREARMIREARM
DDISASSEMBLINGISASSEMBLING  THETHE F FRAMERAME

TTOOLSOOLS  REQUIREDREQUIRED
 Medium and small screwdrivers
 Hammer
 1/40” brass punch
 1/16” steel punch
***(N/E)=NOT ESSENTIAL***
1.  (N/E) Undo the screw at the top rear of the tang and pull the butt off, it may be tight so slap the front of the comb

with your hand.
2. Looking at the left side of the receiver you will see the hammer and breech block axis pins; in-between is a plate

(the button). Remove the screw that secures it and take the button off. Note both pins have flat faces that engage
with the sides of the button to stop them rotating. These face inwards.

3. Cock the hammer and drive or push out the forward (breech block) axis pin to the left with the brass punch. As the
pin clears the block will jump up slightly.

4. Lower the hammer and push it down/forward past its normal position and tap or push out its pivot pin to the left
and lift it up and out.

5. (N/E) Undo the two screws at the front and rear of the left side of the receiver (lower edge) and pull the trigger
mechanism out. These can be very tight, so it’s important to use the correct sized blade.

And that’s pretty much that. At this stage you have access to the breech block should you need to remove the firing pin 
or replace the trigger and hammer springs.

BBACKACK  TOGETHERTOGETHER

NOTENOTE: For breech block and hammer insertion, both axis pins go in from the left with the flange end last.
1. Drop in the hammer and push it forward so you can insert the axis pin through the left side of the receiver.
2. Cock the hammer.
3. In this position, slide the block back in and align and insert its pivot pin here. Downwards pressure must be applied 

to the block to allow easy operation.
4. Reposition the trigger plate and re-fit the front retaining screws. Once in position, push a long screwdriver up 

through the rear of the action to ensure the main spring engages the lobe at the rear of the hammer. Re-fit the 
rear retaining screw. 

5. Re-position the button between the pivot pins and re-fit the retaining screw. This can only be achieved if both flats 
are facing inwards. 

6. Re-fit the butt and insert the stock screw.
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HHOWOW  TOTO  DISASSEMBLEDISASSEMBLE  THETHE  NIPPLENIPPLE  ANDAND  THETHE  BREECHBREECH  PLUGPLUG

MMAKEAKE  SURESURE  THETHE  GUNGUN  ISIS  UNLOADEDUNLOADED
1A. Cock the hammer (20)
2A. Withdraw the breech block (28)
3A. With the breech plug wrench (46) it is possible to get between the breech block and the barrel to unscrew the 

breech plug.

HHOWOW  TOTO  DISASSEMBLEDISASSEMBLE  THETHE  BARRELBARREL  FROMFROM  THETHE  FRAMEFRAME

MMAKEAKE  SURESURE  THETHE  GUNGUN  ISIS  UNLOADEDUNLOADED
1B. Unscrew and remove the forend screw (10)
2B. Loosen, without removing, the screw (49) which is inside the hole previously closed by the screw (10) using the

proper hexagonal wrench (51)
3B. Loosen   the  screw  (49)  slightly,  such  to  move  the  rear  band  (8a)  and  push  forward  the  forend  (13),  to

disassemble it from the frame (19). Pay attention to the ramrod spring (6) which can engage the forend (13)
hampering  disassembling. In this case keep the spring slightly compressed using a screwdriver or a punch.

4B. If you need to remove the rear band (8a) from the barrel, it will be necessary: 
A) disassemble the front sight
B) disassemble the front and middle bands (8-9) undoing the screws (17)

5B. Cock the hammer (20)
6B. Withdraw the breech block (28)
7B. Using the wrench (2) (eventually helping with the wrench (46) undo the blocking ring (3) counter clockwise
8B. Keeping the rifle in a standing position with the muzzle at the top, tap on the frame front, using a wood or plastic

hammer, until the barrel separates from the frame.
9B. To reassemble the rifle work in reverse order

HHOWOW  TOTO  CHANGECHANGE  THETHE  FIRINGFIRING  PINPIN

1C. To replace the firing pin, please follow instructions points 1-2-3 disassembling the frame
2C. Pay attention that once the breech block is disassembled from the rifle, do not uncock the hammer or the 

mainspring (26) will get out of alignment and placing it back can be difficult.
3C. When the breech block is disassembled, undo the screw (41) remove the spring (42) and the firing pin ball (43)
4C. Remove the pin (44) using the 1/16” punch and remove the firing pin retractor (23)
5C. Remove the firing pin (30)
6C. To reassemble the firing pin (30) follow reverse instructions taking care to place the firing pin in the correct

position with the cut on the bottom, such that firing pin retractor lever (23) can fit into this correct position with
the cut on the bottom, such that the firing pin retractor lever (23) can fit into this seat

CCLEANINGLEANING Y YOUROUR F FIREARMIREARM  
What you’ll need: 
• Black powder solvent or bucket of hot soapy water 
• Cleaning brush or old toothbrush 

1. Begin by cleaning firing pin, and spring you disassembled earlier with a brush. Use black powder solvent or dip
your brush in the hot soapy water to clean any fowling or residue. If you use water, rinse the parts off with hot
water and set aside to dry. 

2. Saturate a patch with solvent or hot water and with the jag end of the ramrod, insert into the muzzle and begin
scrubbing the barrel. If you are using the bucket of hot water, it may help to submerge the breech end while
scrubbing. 

3. Continue step 2 with a new saturated patch until your patch comes out clean with no residue or fowling on it. 
4. Inspect all  parts closely, make sure that no residue is found.  This includes the outside of the barrel  and

hammer.  Remember that black powder is very corrosive, doing a thorough job cleaning can significantly extend
the life of you muzzleloader. 

5. If you used water to clean your muzzleloader, make sure the parts are completely dry before reassembly.
Apply a light coat on every surface with an oil designed to prevent rust. This will guard against moisture and
other chemicals that can degrade the metal. 

RREE-A-ASSEMBLYSSEMBLY O OFF Y YOUROUR F FIREARMIREARM  

Putting your muzzleloader together happens in the reverse order that you disassembled it.  
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Nomenclatura / List / Liste
Codice

Reference
No. Italiano English Français Référence

1 Canna cal. .50 Barrel .50 cal. Canon Cal 50 0800002703

1a Canna cal. .50 completa Barrel .50 cal. with spares Canon Cal 50 complet 080002703B

1b Canna cal. .451 completa Barrel .451 cal. Canon Cal 451 0800007184

1c Canna cal. .451 completa Barrel .451 cal. with spares Canon Cal 451 complet 080007184B

2 Chiave per ghiera Ring wrench Clef pour la bague de blocage 0800002652

3 Ghiera bloccaggio Blocking ring Bague de blocage 0800003213

4 Luminello Nipple Cheminée 0800003558

5 Mirino con fibra ottica Fiber optic front sight Guidon en fibre optique 0800003810

6 Molla bacchetta Ramrod spring Ressort de baguette 0800003802

7 Vite molla bacchetta Ramrod spring screw Vis du ressort de baguette M70PFC5403

8 Fascetta anteriore Front band Bande antérieure 0800002988

8a Fascetta posteriore Rear band Bande postérieure 0800002989

9 Fascetta intermedia Middle band Grenadière 0800002990

10 Vite astina Forend screw Vis fût ou devant M70TFC5239

11 Tacca di mira con fibra ottica Fiber optic rear sight Cran de mire en fibre optique 0800005009

12 Tappo canna Breech plug Bouchon de culasse 0800005039

13 Astina Forend Fût ou devant 0800002055

14 Bacchetta in fibra completa Glass fiber ramrod with jag Baguette en fibre avec porte-chiffons 0800002326

15 Calciolo in gomma Butt plate Plaque de couche 0800002848

16 Calcio Stock Crosse 0800003500

16a Calcio finito Stock finished Crosse ouvragé 080003500A

17 Vite fascetta ant./inter. Front and middle band screws Vis de bande antér. et de grenadèrie M70PFC5240

18 Vite posteriore per portacinghia Rear screw for swivel Vis postérieur pour battant M70SPC5244

19 Bascula Frame Bascule 0800002283

20 Cane Hammer Chien 0800002472

21 Sottoguardia Trigger plate Sous-garde 0800004746

22 Grilletto Trigger Détente 0800003032

23 Leva recupero Firing pin retractor Levier de rappel 0800003590

24 Leva scatto Sear Gâchette 0800003586

25 Molla grilletto Trigger spring Ressort de détente 0800003636

26 Molla cane Mainspring Ressort du chien 0800003637

27 Perno cane e portapercussore Breech block and hammer pin Pivot du chien et porte-percuteur 0800004237

28 Portapercussore Breech block Porte-percuteur 0800004395

29 Piastrina bascula Frame plate Platine de bascule 0800004279

30 Percussore Firing pin Percuteur 0800004394

31 Perno bloccaggio leva Retractor pin Pivot de blocage M70SPC5456

32 Molla leva scatto Sear spring Ressort de gâchette 0800003801

33 Vite molla leva scatto Sear spring screw Vis du ressort de gâchette M70TFC5261

34 Vite molla grilletto Trigger spring screw Vis du ressort de détente M70TFC5498

35 Vite molla cane Hammer spring screw Vis du ressort du chien M70PFC5423

36 Vite calciolo Butt plate screw Vis de plaque de couche M70LFC5395

37 Vite codetta Tang screw Vis de queue de bascule M70TFM5554

38 Vite anteriore sottoguardia Front trigger plate screw Vis antérieure de sous-garde M70PFM5620

39 Vite posteriore sottoguardia Rear trigger plate screw Vis postérieure de sous-garde M70PFM5620

40 Vite piastrina bascula Frame plate screw Vis de platine de bascule M70TFC5367

41 Vite recupero percussore Firing pin screw Vis de rappel percuteur M700ST5479

42 Molla recupero percussore Firing pin spring Ressort de rappel percuteur 0800003743

43 Sfera recupero percussore Firing pin ball Bille de rappel percuteur 0800004700

44 Copiglia recupero percussore Firing pin, pin Goupille rappel percuteur M70COP5373

45 Vite bloccaggio ghiera Ring screw Vis de blocage bague M700ST5480

46 Chiave luminello e tappo canna Nipple and breech plug wrench Clef cheminée et bouchon de culasse 036U013000

47 Copiglia grilletto Trigger pin Goupille de détente M70COP5382

48 Copiglia leva scatto Sear pin Goupille de gâchette M70COP5382

49 Grano fascetta posteriore Rear band screw Vis de bande postérieure M700ST5242

50 Grano canna/bascula Barrel and frame screws Vis du canon et du bascule M700ST5243

51 Chiave grano fascetta posteriore Wrench for rear band screw Clef pour vis de bande postérieure 0800002845

52 Tenone Tenon Tenon 0800004889

53 Grano chiusura fori diottra Screw for diopter mounting hole Vis du trou montage dioptre M700ST5481
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Nomenclatura / List / Liste
Codice

Reference

No. Italiano English Français Référence

1 Canna cal. .54 Barrel .54 cal. Canon Cal 54 0800002612

1a Canna cal. .54 completa Barrel .54 cal. with spares Canon Cal 54 complet 080002612B

2 Mirino Sight Guidon 0800003605

3 Tacca di mira Rear sight Cran de mire 0800004821

4 Rampa tacca di mira Rear sight ramp Rampe de hausse 0800004507

5 Chiavetta posizionamento canna Position barrel stud Tenon pour positionner le canon 0800002548

6 Tenone astina Forend stud Pivot du devant bois 0800004889

7 Bacchetta in fibra completa Glass fiber ramrod with jag Baguette en fibre avec porte-chiffons 0800002326

8 Salvabocca Muzzle protector Protecteur de bouche 036U560009

9 Pomolo Palm rest Pommette appui-paume 036U713000

10 Astina Forend Fût ou devant 0800002046

11 Ghiera vite astina Forend screw bush Rosette de vis du fût ou devant M70RON5438

12 Vite astina Forend screw Vis du fût ou devant M70TFM5541

13 Calcio Stock Crosse 0800003415

13a Calcio finito Stock finished Crosse ouvragé 080003415A

14 Calciolo Butt plate Plaque de couche 0800002471

15 Vite calciolo Butt plate screw Vis de plaque de couche M70LFM5324

16 Bascula Frame Bascule 0800002283

17 Vite bloccaggio ghiera Ring screw Vis de blocage bague M700ST5480

18 Ghiera bloccaggio Blocking ring Bague de blocage 0800003213

19 Chiave per ghiera Ring wrench Clef pour la bague de blocage 0800002652

20 Tappo canna Breech plug Bouchon de culasse 0800004932

21 Luminello Nipple Cheminée 0800003551

22 Chiave luminello e tappo canna Nipple and breech plug wrench Clef cheminée et bouchon de culasse 036U013000

23 Perno cane e portapercussore Breech block and hammer pin Pivot du chien et porte-percuteur 0800004237

24 Portapercussore Breech block Porte-percuteur 0800004391

25 Vite recupero percussore Firing pin screw Vis de rappel percuteur M700ST5479

26 Molla recupero percussore Firing pin spring Ressort de rappel percuteur 0800003743

27 Sfera recupero percussore Firing pin ball Bille de rappel percuteur 0800004700

28 Percussore Firing pin Percuteur 0800004320

29 Copiglia recupero percussore Firing pin, pin Goupille rappel percuteur M70COP5373

30 Leva recupero Firing pin retractor Levier de rappel 0800003590

31 Cane Hammer Chien 0800007213

32 Vite codetta Tang screw Vis de queue de bascule M70TFM5554

33 Sottoguardia Trigger plate Sous-garde 0800003015

34 Vite molla leva scatto Sear spring screw Vis du ressort de gâchette M70TFC5367

35 Molla leva scatto Sear spring Ressort de gâchette 0800003801

36 Vite molla grilletto Trigger spring screw Vis du ressort de détente M70TFC5261

37 Molla grilletto Trigger spring Ressort de détente 0800003636

38 Leva scatto Sear Gâchette 0800003586

39 Copiglia leva scatto Sear pin Goupille de gâchette M70COP5382

40 Copiglia grilletto Trigger pin Goupille de détente M70COP5382

41 Grilletto Trigger Détente 0800003032

42 Vite piastrina bascula Frame plate screw Vis de platine de bascule M70TFC5261

43 Vite anteriore sottoguardia Front trigger plate screw Vis antérieure de sous-garde M70PFM5620

44 Piastrina bascula Frame plate Platine de bascule 0800004240

45 Perno bloccaggio leva Retractor pin Pivot de blocage M70SPC5456

46 Vite posteriore sottoguardia Rear trigger plate screw Vis postérieure de sous-garde M70PFM5620

47 Molla cane Mainspring Ressort du chien 0800003637

48 Vite molla cane Hammer spring screw Vis du ressort du chien M70PFC5423

WARNING
Discharging firearms in poorly ventilated areas, cleaning firearms, or handling ammunition may
result in exposure to lead and other substances known to the State of California to cause birth
defects, reproductive harm, and other serious physical injury. Have adequate ventilation at all
times. Wash hands thoroughly after exposure. 
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	Disassembling the Frame
	Tools required


	Medium and small screwdrivers
	2. Looking at the left side of the receiver you will see the hammer and breech block axis pins; in-between is a plate (the button). Remove the screw that secures it and take the button off. Note both pins have flat faces that engage with the sides of the button to stop them rotating. These face inwards.
	Back together
	How to disassemble the nipple and the breech plug


	Make sure the gun is unloaded
	How to disassemble the barrel from the frame
	Make sure the gun is unloaded
	How to change the firing pin



